
Fatah: The History of the Palestinians 

The history of Palestinian terrorism is bound up in the history of the modern Palestinian people. 
The 1948 War that establishes the state of Israel is a key moment for the Palestinians. They 
refer to it as the Nakba, or the catastrophe. And from a Palestinian point of view, this label is 
well deserved.  
 
Israel takes over much of the territory that the United Nations had designated to be part of a 
Palestinian state in the partition agreement. Jordan takes over the West Bank, where many 
Palestinians lived. And Egypt takes over Gaza.  
 
So you have key parts of what was meant to be Palestine taken over by other countries, and at 
the same time you have the Palestinian leadership scattered. The Palestinians in general are 
driven into exile. And so there are these fundamental shifts among the Palestinians.  
 
At the same time, you have a question, which is who are the Palestinians. The Palestinians 
historically were divided by family, were divided by region. Were not unified. And after 1948, 
there were some very basic questions. Should the Palestinians identify politically first and 
foremost as Muslims? Should they see their cause as part of the broader Muslim world?  
 
Or is it really about revolution? Should they be focusing on social change, on political change 
within Arab states trying to get in left wing governments that will reorder society? Probably the 
most popular view at the time was Arab nationalism, and this was led by Egypt's leader Gamal 
Abdel Nasser, who pushed the idea that all the Arabs were one people.  
 
And so how would the Palestinian issue be solved from his point of view? Arab tanks. Arab 
armies would liberate the Palestinians and restore Palestine to an independent status. This 
broader Palestinian trauma and this question of identity is directly linked to the emergence of 
one most important terrorists groups in history, which is Fatah.  
 
Now, Fatah is the Palestinian National Liberation Movement. And it's founded in the late 1950s 
by Yasser Arafat, who becomes really a symbol of modern terrorism. And the goal of Arafat is 
for Palestinians to liberate themselves.  
 
And so it's not going to be done by Arab armies directly. It's not going to be done through 
dramatic social change. It's not true union with the broader Muslim world. It's a Palestine on 
what is meant to be greater Palestine as established by the United Nations. And it's going to be 
done through actions of the people there.  
 
Now, it takes some time for Arafat's ideas to catch on. And a key turning point is the 1967 War 
with Israel. Now, this war was not just a defeat for the Arab side. It's a catastrophe again.  
 
So you have fewer than 1,000 Israeli casualties, and you have roughly 20 times that on the Arab 



side. Arab armies are routed, they're humiliated. So, you have two big changes that happen as 
result. One is that the idea, the promise that Arab armies will liberate Palestine, that's not 
credible anymore. Israel is too militarily strong and the Arab states are simply unable to make 
that promise.  
 
But the second is that the nature of territory changes. Israel takes over the West Bank from 
Jordan. It takes over the Gaza Strip from Egypt. So now, Palestinian territory, what they think of 
as their territory, is controlled completely by Israel. Yet, at the same time, if they're going to 
change history in their views, if they're going to establish a Palestinian state, they need a new 
way to do it. And Fatah, with its idea that Palestinians should liberate themselves, suddenly 
becomes much more prominent. 
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